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aRchitEctuRE as sculptuRE
sculptuRE as aRchitEctuRE



Who cREatEd thE infinitE staiRcasE?

What aRE thE pEnRosE staiRs?

•	 inspired by the dutch graphic artists MC Escher’s publications on the forms of 
impossible figures & proportions, Lionel & Roger Penrose explored this idea 
further coming up with initial concept of the never ending stairs in 1958. 

•	 crediting Escher in the publication of their drawings, the penroses’ used Eschers 
concept of conflicting propostions to create the visual paradox. 

•	 the drawing makes sense to us because our brains are focusing on different 
regions in the picture. Each of those regions makes sense, but taken together 
they create an impossible situation.

thE pEnRosE staiRs aRE iMpossiblE to cREatE as a 3d objEct.
     but that hasn’t stoppEd pEoplE tRying

•	 a variation on the penrose triangle, it is a two-dimensional depiction of a 
staircase in which the stairs make 4 90-degree turns. 

•	 they appear to either ascend or descend yet form a continuous loop. 
Essentially, you could climb them forever and never get any higher.

ARChitECtuRAL insPiRAtion: thE PEnRosE stAiRs



built in a disused games company facility, the film makers designed and constructed 
stairs using the same material and wood as on location to fit in with envirionment.

to create the optical illusion, the team used computer models to work out exact 
dimensions of steps and precise camera locations for the effect to work. the steps 
have to be mathematically perfect and the camera had to use a particular lens, at a 
certain height and distance to hide the trickery. 

the only digital VfX was to remove the scaffolding holding the structure up.

Many of the underlying themes from the film ‘inception’ take inspiration from the 
penrose stairs and Eschers work in distorting perspective & manipulating reality. 

the concept of the optical illusion and the ever ascending staircase is introduced as a 
way to construct a never-ending dreamscape within an otherwise finite world. 

thE PEnRosE stAiRs in PoPuLAR CuLtuRE



WhERE can i find thE EndlEss staiR?

hoW did dRMM gEt inVolVEd?

What Was thEiR aiM?

13th september – 10th october 2013
Riverside of tate Modern, london

London Design Festival approached dRMM about creating a hardwood timber 
structure in coordination with the american hardwood association.

they took the project on due to de Rijke’s curiosity in how a cross laminated 
hardwood could be used as a sustainable form of construction.

inspired by Escher & Penrose’s work on the infinite staircase, dRMM wanted 
to pay homage to their work while experimenting with form and material. to take a               
2D image and represent an impossible 3D object as functioning scultpure was 
too good an opportunity to miss!

dRMM wanted to explore the application of a new material, to create a sculpture 
from it, and then apply this sculpture at the building scale.

aRchitEctuRE as sculptuRE
sculptuRE as aRchitEctuRE



“sculptuREs gift to aRchitEctuRE is thE staiRcasE”
alex de Rijke

DRAwing vs MoDEL



15 interlocking tulipwood staircases.

187 steps made from re-configurable 
components.

taking Eschers 2D drawing into a 3D 
object, a complex and interlocking 
structure that was essentially spatially 
impossible proved a challenge for the 
design team.

Prototypes were made working with 
the italian timber company and swiss 
contractors at their factories in order to 
test the cross laminated timber.

to apply this material at the built scale 
had never been attempted before, forcing 
the design team to design & work 
collaboratively.

dEsign tEaM:

client: london design festival
architects:   dRMM
Engineers:   arup
timber production:  imola legno
contactor:    nussli

project was conceived in january 2013.

DEsign tEAM & CoLLAboRAtion



pRototypE aRchitEctuRE:

Endless stair is a research project that 
will be the first-ever structure to use 
american tulipwood cross-laminated 
timber (clt), as clt is usually created with 
softwoods.

pushing the boundaries of hardwood 
in construction. dRMM and arup have 
worked with specialist teams in italy and 
switzerland to research and test the 
strength of the material and develop 
the design to allow public access to the 
structure.

the aim was to explore the use of 
material & form and to inspire the use 
of hardwoods in cross laminated timbers.

aMERican tulipWood:

unique to northEast america, tulipwood 
is versitile, affordable and sustainable.

appearance is creamy white, streaked with 
pale yellow/brown to olive green.

Medium density with low bending, shock 
resistance, stiffness and compression 
values.

structural Potential- strength of a hard 
wood but the weight of a softwood.
 

ExPLoRing & ExPERiMEnting with MAtERiAL



Why did i choosE this?

is thERE a usE foR thE EndlEss staiR?
the idea of Endless stair is that it can be endlessly reconfigured; it’s something 
that can be recycled and reused in a variety of different contexts. the model can be 
enjoyed by people from different professions, ages & backgrounds, aside from those 
who suffer from vertigo, making it an appealing public sculpture.

What is thE point of an EndlEss staiR that actually Ends?
pleasure.

A CELEbRAtion oF thE stAiRCAsE

through an experimental combination of form, texture, material, 
connection & spatial dynamics, the user is able to stumble upon 
new experiences each time they ascend or descend a staircase. 

dRMM have created a model structure that is playful & engaging 
while retaining an atmosphere of architectural elegance, 

something i believe all architecture should strive to achieve. 

i admire the confidence and ambition to take an idea 
that is spatially impossible in the real world and turn 

that idea into an elegant public exhibition.

an intricately detailed design that expresses simple 
enjoyment in our in our nature to climb stairs.
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